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Overview

This IBM® Redpaper™ publication combines Oracle Data Guard and IBM remote copy technologies and discusses the use of the near disaster and far disaster concepts that are best suited for customer environments.

The Oracle Data Guard technology is native to the Oracle database and does not depend on the server and storage replication. It requires less network bandwidth to transfer the data from a primary site to a standby site, because it transports only log files. But it is a more complex implementation when compared to storage replication and must be implemented for each database independently.

The IBM remote copy feature is a flexible data-mirroring technology that allows replication between volumes on two more disk storage systems. It does not use any server resources. Failover and failback processes are simple with the storage replication technology. It supports disaster recovery capabilities not only for the Oracle database, but for all other applications and databases within the enterprise. One disaster recovery solution can take care of all other applications, providing benefit to the customers.

The intended audience for this paper is any technical lead, system administrator, storage administrator, or Oracle database administrator in a production environment who is experienced with disaster recovery concepts and procedures. After reading this paper, the technical staff can understand how to perform failover and failback procedures on Oracle database with Automatic Storage Management (ASM) using the Data Guard methodology and IBM Metro Mirror and Global Mirror (copy services) technologies. Both technologies are explained in detail in this paper.

Scope of this paper

Although IBM Storwize® V7000 supports both Fibre Channel (FC) and iSCSI protocols, in this paper, the discussion is limited to storage exposed over iSCSI.

This paper provides:

- Guidelines for implementing Data Guard
- Guidelines for implementing Metro Mirror and Global Mirror
- Techniques used for switching the primary site along with Data Guard

This technical paper does not:

- Discuss any performance impact and analysis from a user perspective.
- Replace any official manuals and documents from IBM on Storwize V7000.
- Replace any official manual or support document provided by Oracle.
Introduction to the IBM Storwize V7000 system

The IBM Storwize V7000 system combines hardware and software to control the mapping of storage into volumes in a storage area network (SAN) environment. The system provides many benefits to storage administrators, including simplified storage administration, integrated management of IBM servers and storage, and enterprise-class performance, function, and reliability.

The IBM Storwize V7000 system includes rack-mounted units, called enclosures. Each enclosure can be a 12- or 24-drive model and has two canisters and two power supplies located at the back. The system includes the following types of enclosures:

- Control
- Expansion

A system can support more than one control enclosure, and a single control enclosure can have several expansion units attached to it.

Figure 1 illustrates the IBM Storwize V7000 system.

![IBM Storwize V7000 System Diagram](image)

Node canisters are always installed in pairs as part of a control enclosure. Each control enclosure represents an I/O group. Any expansion enclosure that is attached to a specific control enclosure also belongs to the same I/O group.

The system also includes an easy-to-use management graphical user interface (GUI), which helps you to configure, troubleshoot, and manage the system.

For more information about the IBM Storwize V7000 system, refer to:
Understanding RTO and RPO

IT systems have become increasingly critical to the smooth operation of companies. Thus, the importance of ensuring their continued operation, including rapid recovery when systems fail, has increased. Before selecting a disaster recovery strategy, a disaster recovery planner must refer to the organization’s business continuity plan. This plan indicates the key metrics of recovery point objective (RPO) and recovery time objective (RTO) for various business processes.

The metrics specified for the business processes must then be mapped to the underlying IT systems and infrastructure that support those processes. After mapping the RTO and RPO metrics to IT infrastructure, the disaster recovery planner can determine the most suitable recovery strategy for each system.

- **RPO** refers to the point in time to which data must be recovered as defined by the organization. This is generally a definition of what an organization determines as an acceptable loss in a disaster situation.

- **RTO** refers to the duration of time and a service level within which a business process must be restored, following a disaster or disruption, in order to avoid unacceptable consequences associated with a break in business continuity.

The ideal solution will have both: a low RPO (in minutes) and RTO (ranges from minutes to hours). It is important to test a disaster recovery solution to find whether it is suitable and efficient for business continuity.

IBM Storwize V7000 copy services

Remote copy services are used to maintain two copies of data separated by distance. The remote copy can be maintained in one of the following modes:

- **Synchronous**
  Synchronous remote copy ensures that updates are committed at both the primary and the secondary sites before the application considers the updates to be complete; therefore, the secondary site is fully up-to-date if it is needed in a failover. However, the application is fully exposed to the latency and bandwidth limitations of the communication link to the secondary site.

- **Asynchronous**
  In asynchronous remote copy, the application is provided an acknowledgment that the write is complete before the write is committed at the secondary site. Thus, on a failover, certain updates (data) might be missing at the secondary site.

The following copy services features are available for all supported hosts that are connected to Storwize V7000:

- **IBM FlashCopy®** makes an instant, point-in-time copy from a source volume to a target volume. The FlashCopy feature copies data instantaneously from a source volume to a target volume. This copy is taken at a particular point in time as hosts continue to access the data. You must create a mapping between the source volume and the target volume. A FlashCopy mapping can be created between any two volumes of the same size in a clustered system. It is also possible for a FlashCopy target volume to be included as a source volume in a Metro Mirror or Global Mirror relationship.
Figure 2 illustrates the FlashCopy feature.

![FlashCopy feature](image)

**Figure 2** The IBM FlashCopy feature

- *Metro Mirror* provides a consistent copy of a source volume on a target volume. Data is written to the target volume synchronously after it is written to the source volume so that the copy is continuously updated. Metro Mirror is a copy service that provides a continuous, synchronous mirror of one volume to a second volume. The different systems can be up to 300 kilometers apart. So by using Metro Mirror you can make a copy to a location offsite or across town. Because the mirror is updated in real time, no data is lost if a failure occurs. Metro Mirror is generally used for disaster recovery purposes, where it is important to avoid data loss.

Figure 3 illustrates the Metro Mirror relationship.

![Metro Mirror relationship](image)

**Figure 3** Metro Mirror relationship
Global Mirror and Global Mirror Change Volumes provide a consistent copy of a source volume on a target volume. Data is written to the target volume asynchronously so that the copy is continuously updated. However, the copy might not contain the most recent updates in the event that a disaster recovery operation is performed.

Global Mirror is a copy service that is similar to Metro Mirror. Both provide a continuous mirror of one volume to a second volume. But with Global Mirror, the copy is asynchronous. You do not have to wait for the write to the secondary system to complete. For long distances, performance is improved compared to Metro Mirror. However, if a failure occurs, you might lose data. Global Mirror uses one of the two methods to replicate data:

- **Multicycling Global Mirror** is designed to replicate data while adjusting for bandwidth constraints and is appropriate for environments where it is acceptable to lose a few minutes of data if a failure occurs.
- For environments with higher bandwidth, **Noncycling Global Mirror** can be used so that less than a second of data is lost if a failure occurs.

Global Mirror works well for data protection and migration when recovery sites are more than 300 kilometers away.

Figure 4 illustrates the Global Mirror relationship.

For this paper, the discussion is limited to Metro Mirror and Global Mirror features only.

Metro Mirror and Global Mirror are two types of remote-copy operations that enable you to set up a relationship between two volumes, where updates made to one volume are mirrored on the other volume. The volumes can either be on the same system (**intrasystem**) or on two different systems (**intersystem**). To use Metro Mirror and Global Mirror functions, you must have the remote copy license installed on each enclosure that you plan to use these functions.
To facilitate remote copy, local and remote Storwize V7000 systems discover each other’s remote copy capable IP addresses and then set up IP sessions across those IP addresses to establish a partnership over native IP links.

When creating and configuring IP partnerships, consider the following requirements and constraints:

- Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) ports 3260 and 3265 are used for IP partnership communications. Therefore, these ports need to be opened in firewalls between the systems.
- Virtual LAN (VLAN) tagging of the IP addresses configured for remote copy is currently not supported.
- IP partnerships between the two systems can be either over IPv4 or IPv6 only and not both.
- iSCSI host access can be configured on node port configured for IP partnership, but this configuration is not recommended.

**Note:** For detailed information about requirements and constraints, refer to:

### Consistency groups

A *consistency group* is a container for FlashCopy mappings, Global Mirror relationships, and Metro Mirror relationships. You can add many mappings or relationships to a consistency group. However, FlashCopy mappings, Global Mirror relationships, and Metro Mirror relationships cannot appear in the same consistency group.

When you use a consistency group, you can perform copy operations on the entire group instead of the individual mappings. Metro Mirror or Global Mirror relationships can only belong to one consistency group; however, they do not have to belong to a consistency group.

Relationships that are not part of a consistency group are called *stand-alone relationships*. A consistency group can contain zero or more relationships. All relationships in a consistency group must have matching primary and secondary systems, which are sometimes referred to as *master* and *auxiliary* systems. All relationships in a consistency group must also have the same copy direction and state.

The system supports the following types of relationships and consistency groups:

- Metro Mirror
- Global Mirror without change volumes (cycling mode set to *None*)
- Global Mirror with change volumes (cycling mode set to *Multiple*)

### Oracle Data Guard

Oracle Data Guard provides a solution for high availability, enhanced performance, and automated failover. You can use Oracle Data Guard to create and maintain multiple standby databases for a primary database. The standby databases can be started in the read-only mode to support reporting users and then returned to the standby mode. Changes to the primary database can be relayed automatically from the primary database to the standby...
databases with a guarantee of no data lost in the process. The standby database servers can be physically separate from the primary server.

In a Data Guard implementation, a database running in archivelog mode is designated as the primary database for an application. One or more standby databases, accessible through Oracle Net Services, provide for failover capabilities. Data Guard automatically transmits redo information to the standby databases, where it is applied. As a result, the standby database is transitionally consistent.

Depending on how you configure the redo application process, the standby databases might be in sync with the primary database or might lag behind it. The redo log data is transferred to the standby databases through log transport services, as defined through your initialization parameter settings. Log Apply Services apply the redo information to the standby databases.

Figure 5 shows a multi-standby database Data Guard implementation.

![Multi-standby database Oracle Data Guard implementation](image)

In case of a network outage, Data Guard can automatically synchronize the data by applying the redo data to the standby database that was archived at the primary database during the outage period. Data Guard ensures that the data is logically and physically consistent before it is applied to a standby database. For further details, refer to the Oracle Data Guard documentation.

The following types of standby databases are available from Oracle database version 11g onwards:

- Physical standby database
- Logical standby database
- Snapshot standby database

For high availability enhancements available in Oracle 12c, refer to the Maximum Availability Architecture (MAA) Oracle technology network information that is available at:


In this paper, the standby database discussion is limited to the physical standby database.
Data protection modes

When you configure the primary and standby databases, you need to determine the level of data loss that is acceptable to the business. In the primary database, you define its archive log destination areas, at least one of which refers to the remote site that is used by the standby database. The ASYNC, SYNC, ARCH, LGWR, NOAFFIRM, and AFFIRM attributes of the LOG_ARCHIVE_DEST_n parameter for the standby database directs Oracle Data Guard to select among the following modes of operations:

- **Maximum protection (or no data loss) mode**
  When using this mode, at least one standby location must be written to before a transaction commits in the primary database. The primary database shuts down if the standby database's log location is unavailable.

- **Maximum availability mode**
  When using this mode, at least one standby location must be written to before a transaction commits in the primary database. If the standby location is not available, the primary database does not shut down. The redo that was generated is queued, and when the standby locations are available, it is transported and applied to the standby databases.

- **Maximum performance mode (default)**
  When using this mode, transactions can commit before their redo information is sent to the standby locations. Commits in the primary database occur as soon as writes to the local online redo logs is complete. The ARCH process handles the writes to the standby locations by default.

For concepts and administration of data guard, refer to Oracle's documentation at:
http://docs.oracle.com/database/121/SBYDB/concepts.htm#SBYDB00010

IP partnership configuration

This section describes how to configure IP partnership between two Storwize V7000 systems.

To establish an IP partnership between two IBM Storwize V7000 systems, complete the following steps:

1. Set up system IP
2. Set up Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) authentication (if required)
3. Configure IP addresses for remote ports
4. Establish IP partnerships

Set up system IP

You can set up the IP system by using the Storwize V7000 GUI or the command-line interface (CLI). Administrators need to set up system IPs to access the Storwize V7000 system as the initial step. But, depending on IP partnership deployment, an IP change might be required.
Connect to the Storwize system using a browser. Then click **Settings → Network → Management IP Address**, and enter the required IP address. Figure 6 shows the configuration of the IP address.

You can achieve the same configuration using the CLI as follows:

```
svctask chsystemip -clusterip 9.118.47.202 -mask 255.255.254.0 –gw 9.118.46.1 -port 1
```

**Set up Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) authentication (if required)**

You can configure the Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) secret independently for access to iSCSI hosts and remote copy partnerships. The same CHAP secret applies to both, however. Thus, depending on whether you want CHAP authentication for iSCSI hosts, remote copy partnerships, or both, you must configure parameters.
Connect to the Storwize system using a browser. Then click **Settings → Network → iSCSI → Modify CHAP Configuration**. Figure 7 shows the configuration of the CHAP secret.

![Figure 7  CHAP secret configuration](image)

You can use the CLI to complete the same configuration as follows:

```
svctask chsystem -chapsecret ISVSetup14
```

### Configure IP addresses for remote ports

You also need to configure IP addresses for the data path that is used in remote copy. First, connect to the Storwize system using a browser. Then click **Settings → Network → Ethernet Ports**. Right-click an Ethernet port, and click **Modify**.

Figure 8 shows the configured IP addresses. Remote port configuration must be done on the primary and the auxiliary Storwize systems.

![Figure 8  IP address configuration for remote ports](image)

You can achieve the same configuration using the CLI as follows:

```
svctask cfgportip -node node1 -ip 9.118.47.246 -mask 255.255.254.0 -gw 9.118.46.1 -remotecopy 1 1
```
Establish IP partnerships

With the basic configuration in place, you next configure the IP partnership. Connect to the Storwize system using the browser, and then click Copy Services → Partnerships → Create Partnership.

A sample of configured partnership is shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9  Configured IP partnership](image)

On the primary system, the following command creates a new IP partnership.

```
svctask mkippartnership –type ipv4 -clusterip 9.118.47.202 –linkbandwidthmbits 30
–backgroundcopyrate 50
```

On the auxiliary system, the following command creates a new IP partnership.

```
svctask mkippartnership –type ipv4 –clusterip 9.118.47.155 –linkbandwidthmbits 30
–backgroundcopyrate 50
```

You can view the status of the defined IP partnership using a browser or from the command line using the following command.

```
lspartnership
```
Configuring iSCSI on Storwize V7000

This section describes the iSCSI configuration setup on Storwize V7000 systems created using the GUI.

You can start the iSCSI configuration wizard by clicking **Settings → Network**. 10 Gbps ports are configured for iSCSI with a unique IP address per port on each node, thus providing redundant channels of communication per node (refer to Figure 10). The iSCSI name assigned to the system is also displayed on this page and cannot be modified. An iSCSI alias can be given in a free-form text.

![iSCSI configuration](image)

Both 1 GB and 10 GB Ethernet ports can be used for iSCSI traffic, but only the 1 GB Ethernet ports can be used for management traffic.

All IP addresses (service and configuration) associated with a clustered-system Ethernet port must be on the same subnet. However, IP addresses associated with a node Ethernet port used for iSCSI traffic can be configured to belong to different subnets.

For more information about iSCSI configuration, refer to:


Creating and mapping Storwize V7000 volumes using iSCSI

A **volume** is a logical disk that the clustered system presents to a host connected over a Fibre Channel or Ethernet network. Using volumes allows administrators to more efficiently manage storage resources.

For detailed information regarding how to create and map Storwize V7000 volumes to Linux, refer to:

https://www.ibm.com/support/techdocs/atsmastr.nsf/WebIndex/WP102563
Lab setup

The lab setup represents two sites disaster recovery environment for both Oracle database and storage. The disaster recovery environment has the following characteristics.

- **Near disaster recovery** is storage-based replication that is achieved using Metro Mirror or Global Mirror.
- **Far disaster recovery** is an Oracle Data Guard-based solution in asynchronous mode.
- Database has Oracle ASM-based storage.
- ASM disks are virtual disks (VDisks) representing storage logical unit numbers (LUN) are carved from multiple managed disks (MDisks).
- Each LUN is exposed to database host using iSCSI.

Refer to the following iSCSI networking best practices guide for networking setup:

http://ibm.co/1MjXJZQ

The lab setup was created using three IBM System x based servers with Intel Xeon processors running Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) version 6.2. The two Storwize systems had the micro code level 7.2.

Figure 11 illustrates the lab topology.

Although, in the lab setup, NDR and FDR sites are hosted on the same Storwize system, in the production environment, use different Storwize systems to host the environment so that the solution is more resilient to site failures.
As part of a failover strategy, storage sync mechanisms, such as Metro Mirror or Global Mirror, do not allow write actions on auxiliary storage. Thus, even if the storage LUNs are mapped to database host, Oracle processes, such as ASM or database, cannot be running.

Also for a disaster recovery strategy, use the following guidelines:

- Update the NDR site host name and IP address to match the domain name server (DNS) entry for primary site.
- If a host name change is not part of the failover policy, all the application servers Transparent Network Substrate (TNS) or Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) link name must be updated with the database host name and the IP address of the NDR site.
- Because the primary site is not available, the managed recovery process on the Data Guard host stalls. This process must be restarted in order to resume recovery from the NDR site.
- If the host name is used in the TNS entry, before restarting the managed recovery process, TNSNAMES.ORA must be modified on the Data Guard host (changed from primary to NDR).

At this point, the test set up has the following properties:

- Oracle database is up and running at the primary site.
- Oracle Data Guard setup is available on the FDR site created as per the best practices suggested by Oracle.
- The NDR site is created (as clone) for the primary site.

For testing, the test team used the combinations of Metro Mirror and Oracle Data Guard as well as Global Mirror and Oracle Data Guard. The following database host names and database names were used:

- ISVHOST2 is the primary site database system.
- DBHOST is the NDR site database system.
- DGHOST is the FDR site database system.
- Database name on the primary site is ORCL with the DB_UNIQUE_NAME parameter set to the ORCL value.
- Database name on the FDR site is ORCL with the DB_UNIQUE_NAME parameter set to the DGORCL value.

**Metro Mirror and Oracle Data Guard**

This section describes the normal working scenario of the solution together with Metro Mirror and Oracle Data Guard.

To define the Metro Mirror relationship, you must follow the steps provided in “IP partnership configuration” on page 8.

Creating an Oracle Data Guard setup is independent of the Metro Mirror setup and, thus, can be completed before and after Metro Mirror configuration.

When Metro Mirror is active, the LUNs participating in the relationship are not available for read/write access at NDR (auxiliary site). Although the role can be reversed for copying, the partner is always put in the read-only mode. Oracle Data Guard alternatively works at the application level. So the standby database is available for read-only queries. Alternatively, the database can also be opened temporarily for the read/write mode using the flashback database technique.
Defining and starting the copy services process (Metro Mirror) undergoes various status changes, such as Inconsistent Stopped, Inconsistent Copying, or Consistent Synchronized.

Similar to the Metro Mirror status changes, when the Oracle Data Guard is implemented, the choice is either to create it from running the database (option available from 11gR2 onwards) or from the last full backup. In both cases, you need to create a standby control file from running the primary database. When created, the standby database also lags behind the most recent change on the primary database. Starting the managed recovery on the standby database allows and maintains the standby in the most updated state.

Having set up the protection for the primary site by means of both Metro Mirror and Data Guard enables you to look at the possible disaster recovery scenarios listed in Table 1 that were used in the exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Secondary (NDR)</th>
<th>Data Guard (FDR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: Primary site failure</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Database available in RW mode</td>
<td>Database in the read-only mode (Master=secondary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: Primary + secondary site failure</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Database in the read/write mode (Master mode)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case 1: Primary site failure**

This scenario describes the steps taken when the primary site is not available.

Using Metro Mirror, although the data in the Oracle memory structures cannot be accounted for, the last acknowledged write made to storage guarantees the availability of the written data to the NDR site. Thus, in the absence of the primary site, the database on the NDR site can be started by without having to perform any crash recovery.

The following steps illustrate the sequence of database start on the NDR site. The test setup does not contain DNS to resolve the host name to IP addresses. The /etc/hosts file is used instead of DNS.

1. Log on to the Oracle Data Guard host (DGHOST) and connect to the standby database using the SQL*Plus utility.
2. Stop the managed recovery using the `ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE CANCEL` command.
3. Edit the `tnsnames.ora` file, and change the TNS entry, `ORCL`, to adapt to the new database host (`host=DBHOST`).
4. Log in to the Storwize V7000 system using the web browser. Click **Copy Services → Remote Copy**.
5. Right-click the consistency group, and click **Stop**.
6. Log on to DBHOST as an Oracle grid infrastructure owner, and start the Oracle High Availability Services (HAS).
7. Log on to DBHOST as an Oracle database user, and issue the **database startup** command at the SQL*Plus prompt.
8. When the database has started on DBHOST, log on to DGHOST, and start the managed recovery using the **ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE DISCONNECT** command.

It is a good practice to run the `tail` command on both the ASM and database alert log file to view any instance startup messages.

Figure 12 illustrates this scenario. In the absence of a primary site, the failover to the NDR site is effective. For Oracle Data Guard, the NDR site becomes the source for log shipping.

---

**Metro Mirror role reversal**

This section describes the steps taken when the primary site is available and the Metro Mirror role reversal needs to be performed.

In the event of re-availability of the primary site, a failback to the primary site can be performed. The most important step in performing failback is configuring the Metro Mirror relationship. In this case, NDR is the primary site, and the former primary site acts as the secondary or auxiliary site. Thus, the replication can now copy the data from the NDR site to the primary site. The steps to configure the replication using Metro Mirror remain the same, except for the changes that are needed to indicate the primary and auxiliary storages.

Defining and starting the copy services process (Metro Mirror) undergoes various status changes, such as Inconsistent Stopped, Inconsistent Copying, and Consistent Synchronized.
To start the database on the primary site:
1. Log on to Oracle Data Guard host (DGHOST), and connect to the standby database using the SQL*Plus utility.
2. Stop the managed recovery using the `ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE CANCEL` command.
3. Edit the `tnsnames.ora` file, and change the TNS entry, ORCL, to adapt to the new database host (host=ISVHOST2).
4. Log in to Storwize V7000 using a web browser, and navigate to Copy Services → Remote Copy.
5. Right-click the consistency group, and click Stop.
6. Log on to ISVHOST2 as an Oracle grid infrastructure owner, and start the Oracle HAS service.
7. Log on to ISVHOST2 as an Oracle database user, and issue the `database startup` command at the SQL*Plus prompt.
8. When the database starts on ISVHOST2, log on to DGHOST, and start managed recovery using the `ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE DISCONNECT` command.

Figure 13 illustrates the Metro Mirror role reversal. Storage at the NDR site copies the data on the primary site.
Case 2: Primary and secondary site failure

This scenario describes the steps taken when both the primary and secondary sites are not available. In the event of unavailability of both primary and secondary site failure, the FDR site that is maintained using Oracle Data Guard is made active.

To start the database on the FDR site:
1. Log on to the Oracle Data Guard host (DGHOST), and connect to the standby database using SQL*Plus.
2. At the SQL*Plus prompt, specify to stop the managed recovery using the `ALTER DATABASE RECOVER MANAGED STANDBY DATABASE CANCEL` command.
3. Convert the standby database to a primary database using the `ALTER DATABASE ACTIVATE STANDBY DATABASE` command.
4. View the database alert log file, and confirm that the standby database was converted to the primary database.
5. Open the new primary database for read/write operations.
6. Back up the new primary database.

Figure 14 illustrates this scenario.
Global Mirror + Oracle data guard

This section describes the normal working scenario of a solution together with Global Mirror and Oracle Data Guard.

To define the Global Mirror relationship, you must follow the steps provided in “IP partnership configuration” on page 8.

Creating an Oracle Data Guard setup is independent of the Global Mirror setup and, thus, can be done before or after the Global Mirror configuration.

In the test setup, a Global Mirror relationship was created between the primary and the NDR sites. When Global Mirror is active, the LUNs participating in the relationship are not available for read/write access at the NDR (auxiliary) site. Although the role can be reversed for copying, the partner is always put in read-only mode. The standby database created using Oracle Data Guard is available for read-only queries. Alternatively, the standby database can also be opened temporarily for the read/write mode using the flashback database technique.

Defining and starting the copy services process (Global Mirror) undergoes various status changes, such as Inconsistent Stopped, Inconsistent Copying, or Consistent Synchronized.

The disaster recovery scenarios tested with Global Mirror and Oracle Data Guard are the same as those tested for Metro Mirror and Oracle Data Guard. The steps listed for database startup on the NDR and FDR sites and role reversal are also same.

Summary

This paper combines the use of the IP replication technique available at storage using copy services, such as Metro Mirror and Global Mirror and Oracle Data Guard, to create a multi-site disaster recovery solution based on the iSCSI protocol offered by Storwize V7000. This paper also provides references that act as guidelines for Ethernet network and OS-specific considerations, understanding and configuring IP partnership, and deploying Oracle 12c using iSCSI.
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